
LIAM & MARCO

TRUTH TOUR
IF YOU KNOW YOU KNOW

“THE HERO IS THE SEEKER WHO SURVIVES THE ADVENTURE WHICH THE
CONSCIOUS PERSONALITY STUDIOUSLY AVOIDS.” Carl G. Jung

During this time of forced introspection some of us have seen dissociation in ourselves.

We have reassessed our value structures and found truth to be our greatest teacher.

Through music Marco and I share the truest forms of ourselves. Through the songs we

sing we share what we feel and what we have felt in hopes you find a familiar comfort.

Deep down we knew music was our calling, Surfing our practice. It wasn’t a choice but

our journey, a fundamental truth. Water may flow in any direction but is always

destined for the sea.

It wasn’t easy to commit to this Journey. The fear of failing and the unknown.

Our shadows became real, teachings perceived as obstacles, value systems that no

longer serve us and expectations that we think are placed upon us but are nothing

more than our projections.

Once we realized that our Journey was the same, I overcame my resistance and fully

immersed myself into this universal calling and followed this truth of mine that is the

creativity inside me. A way for me to be beyond myself.
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Since that first musical encounter, everything felt aligned. Several revered shows later,

any resistance or doubt was gone, and all that remained was the way forward, a clear

path and duty, music as an expression of truth, music to heal and empower others.

To us true art is not another means to dissociation. It is a way to connect

to the now. A place where we can be vulnerable so others may be

uplifted,

We have decided to take the proverbial “Red Pill”, follow the truth and encourage

anyone to participate. A musical experience with the Hero’s Journey to encourage self

growth and discovery through a guided living workshop. Facilitated around the live

shows as well as social media, for anybody who feels there is more to the stories that we

tell ourselves, you are invited to join us on a Journey of Self Discovery, Music and Love

for the Ocean.

We are shown our stagnation and are reminded of the wholeness of the

ocean. If not integrated we shall remain drops.

But we were faced with limitations on how to realize this, how to capture and

transform this into visual art. How to capture everything and put it into useful tools for

others? How does one captcher what one does not yet know?

Steve Thistle, the man with the magic eye who speaks passion through imagery,

joined us at the backline of Muizenberg. A conversation was had, and an idea solidified

and a trinity formed.  He brought form from chaos.

We head east chasing the rising sun down the garden route, sharing the mirroring

beauty that is the South African coastline. The waves, yet to be explored. We see the

heartbeat of the ocean as it resonates in our chests, we watch the swinging tide

connecting our breath to the withdrawal and the return.

Together we encapsulate the cliche of common knowledge to show the deep rooted

archetypes of our collective minds.
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